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Abstract
The rapid progress of graphic design due to the integration of technology is transforming curricula. Changes take
place through the development of disciplines that shape the new skills of the graphic designer in accordance with the
needs of the labor market. In this article, based on the content analysis of the official websites of 4 universities of
Ukraine and the study of the needs of the labor market in the field of graphic design, the state of use of approaches to
teaching graphic design has been revealed. The basis of the study is “a wild theory of technologically facilitated
behavioral change” of Rogers. The analysis confirms the hypothesis that approaches to learning are formed in
response to the needs of the labor market; they transform curricula. Transformation takes place in the direction of the
formation of technical skills, as a consequence of the integration of technologies, and creativity, as a consequence of
the need to influence the consumer of the information message through the design product. It has been revealed that
the specifics of the Ukrainian labor market determines the offer of educational services in the field of graphic design.
The skills required by design product developers are formed in the process of training a graphic designer. It has been
proved that the professional competences of a graphic designer meet the needs of the labor market; however, they lag
behind new concepts, approaches to the requirements of product creation. The idea of Ukrainian graphic design as a
discipline involves forming a competent professional with technical, creative skills for the development of
business-oriented products in the field of graphic design. It has been revealed that a systematic and integrated approach
is used in the process of training a graphic designer, which correspond to manipulative, ecological approaches as the
main theories of creating a graphic product. It has been proved that the theory of “wild design” is not reflected in the
modern practice of teaching disciplines within a framework of the specialization “graphic design”. This is due to the
lack of understanding for the development of such disciplines that would provide the formation of skills in the process
of creating a “wild product”.
Keywords: visual communication, interdisciplinary information design, screen graphic design
1. Introduction
Design as a global, universal creative phenomenon is qualitatively divided by scientists into categories. The artistic
achievements of design, achieved throughout the history of mankind, are seen by scientists in one holistic historical
and cultural phenomenon. Scientists have concluded that the design is constantly changing. Design as creativity is
manifested in object-spatial three-dimensional thinking. Considering the essence of design as a method of creative
thinking, researchers point to the universalism of this discipline (Stankevich, 2012).
The rapid advances of graphic design, the acceleration of its measurements of multimedia and interactivity require
appropriate changes in curricula and disciplines. The field of graphic and communicative design needs to be
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transformed according to dynamic external changes, in particular the integration of digital technologies in design. It
is necessary to understand modern professional tendencies, educational practices and labor market needs in the field
of graphic design for the expediency of reforming educational practice (Steinberger, Foth & Alt, 2014).
Today, access to information has become quite simple thanks to the development of science and technology. As a
result of rapid developments in the field of communication technologies, information is becoming more intensive,
which facilitates its achievement. The need for information design, the purpose of which is to provide information
systematically, is important to save people from the chaos caused by this information intensity, by accurately and
quickly transmitting current information to the target recipient. It is a fact that there is a need for information design
that everyone can understand nowadays (Аybay, 2017).
The outlined requires research, the object of which is the current state of approaches to the educational process in the
field of design at the regional level. This academic paper is aimed at studying the problems of compliance education
and market needs, the latest trends in design. The latest trends in design relate to the study of changes in the factors
that determine the need to adjust approaches to the educational process: globalization, digital technologies, the
growing role of the market economy of education. The outlined factors are both opportunities for the transformation
of educational disciplines of graphic design and the practice of providing educational services of formal and informal
nature. Studying the regional features of the transformation of approaches to teaching graphic design will provide an
understanding of the impact of regional specifics on the educational process.
The purpose of the academic paper centers around studying the state of use of modern approaches to teaching
graphic design in terms of the impact of digital technologies and labor market needs on the educational process.
According to the purpose outlined, the objectives of this study are defined, namely:
1. To study the regional specifics of the labor market in the field of graphic design and compliance of educational
services with market needs.
2. To carry out a regional analysis of curricula, disciplines specializing in “Graphic Design” and identify their
compliance with modern concepts and approaches to design.
3. To consider the evolution of recommendations in teaching graphic design in the context of the transformation of
professional trends and competences.
4. To consider the general issues of design and education in the field of graphic design, which have a significant
impact on the curricula in the field of design education (Triggs, 2011).
2. Literature Review
Visualizer (designer) – the one who translates “blind” texts into visual language. Abstract thinking acquires
concreteness and clarity. Nowadays, the most important task of a graphic designer is to make ideas and problems
visible and to some extent audible so that they become clear to the consumer in the shortest possible time. Objectivity,
intelligibility, universality of visual language allow to transfer information more compactly and to accelerate process
of its perception. This process is called visual communication (Vergunov, 2006). Technology provides tools for art,
serves the visual design and artistic idea (Rodkin, 2003).
In addition to talent, skills and inspiration, a modern designer can not do without an understanding of basic research
methods and approaches, as well as the principles of their application. In order for the efforts you put into working on
the project to be appropriate and work for the result, at each stage you need to collect information, correctly interpret it
and take it into account. Leonardo and Ambrose (2019) offer an overview of the types and formats of research that will
be useful in design practice, allowing you to delve into the context, study the preferences and expectations of the client
and audience, and finally choose the appropriate way to convey the designer's ideas (Bart, 1989). Creative thinking is a
skill that can be developed, scientists offer theories and strategies that will promote design creativity (Leonardo 
Ambrose, 2019).
The task of a graphic designer is to show the essence of a product or idea, to prepare a background on which it is easier
to demonstrate its benefits, to effectively present and disseminate information. In these processes, the style becomes a
certain code of tolerance, a signal that it is a message for a specific audience (Geller  Quast, 2019).
Given the purpose of information, the purpose of effective communication and an interdisciplinary approach, it is clear
that information design has the same understanding and character as the design of visual communication. The
importance of graphic design and the importance of interdisciplinary cooperation are becoming increasingly visible
with the need to develop innovations caused by development technology, and the need to develop the final intensity of
information (Аybay, 2017).
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“Information interaction” is a process of interaction with the subject matter and content of the information system.
The model of information interaction involves the intersection of the user and the computer system, on the basis of
which content is formed in the form of a design with a certain information content (Toms, 2002).
Information interaction is a sphere of studying the processes of interaction with information. Design requires an
understanding of human interaction in an integrated aspect. Based on the designer’s ideas about the potential
product, it is possible to influence the cognitive processes of product users (Yamamoto & Nakakoji, 2005). Cognitive
processes in particular may include analytical thinking, decision making and meaning, learning, problem solving,
knowledge seeking and planning (Sedig & Parsons, 2013). Cognitive work approach is an ecological approach to
design that analyzes environmental factors in terms of human interaction with information (Fidel, 2012). In addition to
environmental, informational and human approaches to design are distinguished. Thus, the designer has influence and
manipulates with tools. Interactive design, accordingly, stimulates or hinders creativity in the initial stages of product
creation in information design (Yamamoto & Nakakoji, 2005).
The aspects of the initial design stages in information design are as follows: externalization tools that influence
decision-making by designers concerning design methods; designers create a product based on partial ideas about the
final product and external manifestations of ideas; the designer creates externalizations to display the product and
interpret it; the project developer makes the transition from the predicted ideas to their gradual revision, confirmation
of these ideas (Yamamoto & Nakakoji, 2005).
In the last century (the 1980s) design was guided by the concept of “direct manipulation” (Marchionini, 2008). Over
time, the environmental approach began to dominate in the field of design (Fidel, 2012). With the beginning of the
interaction of different disciplines, the approach to design began to change: the concept of “wild theory” has
appeared in science, which presupposes the creativity of design. Integration of psychology and computer science into
design, the concept of sustainable development and creativity is the reason for the development of quite authentic
artifacts. Both in the early 1990s, the researches have proved the penetration of computer science into design and
currently other sciences are integrating to form new concepts, knowledge, and approaches to graphic design. The
investigations refer to the “disciplinary anxieties” growing around the concept of “Third Wave 'Human Computer
Interaction (HCI)” (Bowers, 2012). As a result, the teaching of graphic design is changing. At the same time, the
time lag, with which new approaches are introduced into the educational process, determines the level of
effectiveness of information interactive design as a discipline.
Rogers (2011, 2012) initiated a “wild theory of technologically facilitated behavioral change” that explains the
interconnection between informational significance, behavioral phenomena, ethics, and computation. This means the
development of transdisciplinary thinking - the combination and extrapolation of different concepts, issues and values
in information interactive design. This theory of “wild design” influences on the approaches to the educational process
through the integration of its main components into the product of graphic design. The basic components of this theory
include informational significance, behavioral phenomena, ethics of communication and computational technologies.
These elements will affect the degree of creativity in design, because their consideration when creating the final
product can lead to a lack of creativity of the designer at a certain level of skills, professionalism and competence.
Curricula should be structured in such a way that the level of projectivity of the designer allows him to take into
account all the elements of modern approaches to creating a product while expressing freedom, creativity and
imagination. The level of the designer’s professionalism determines the level of creativity and the ability to ensure
compliance with the requirements of innovative approaches in design when creating a product.
Thus, “wild theory” is a prerequisite for creativity in interactive design, and the external environment is a factor in the
transformation of theory, approaches to interactive design as a discipline. Wild theory in interactive design will
gradually replace the philosophical approach to creating artifacts in design. Taking into consideration the outlined
trends, there is a need to study the impact of the transformation of the discipline of information interactive design in the
training process of modern graphic designer (Attfield, 2020).
3. Data and Research Methodology
3.1 Research Design
The study is based on a qualitative methodology; it contains an analysis of academic disciplines to identify
inconsistencies between modern approaches and the educational process. The present investigation is based on the
concept of “wild design” of Rogers (2011), which provides an idea of the interaction of modern graphic design with
information, behavioral phenomena in society, computation and ethics. The analysis involves a study of the practice of
integrating these components of the “wild theory” of design in the process of teaching the discipline of graphic design.
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The basic hypothesis of this study centers around modern approaches that have emerged in response to the needs of the
labor market and the integration of technology into the design field. They transform curricula and disciplines in the
context of forming a professional designer who is able to think creatively when creating a product.
The next hypothesis refers to the specifics of the regional labor market; it determines the supply of educational services
in the field of graphic design.
The next hypothesis centers around the professional competences of a graphic designer, which meet the needs of the
labor market, however lag behind new concepts, approaches to the requirements of product creation.
3.2 Sample Study and Methods
Based on the study and analysis of recent trends in graphic design as a discipline, the level of transdisciplinarity of
modern science has been assessed. An analysis of academic disciplines was conducted within the curricula of “graphic
design” in order to study the trends in graphic design. The analysis has been conducted on the basis of the content of
five universities of Ukraine, which offer educational qualification level of bachelor, master according to the site rating
(Osvita, n.d.). The official websites of the universities have been used for conducting the content analysis, namely:
Kyiv University of Culture, Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts (KNUCA), KROK University of Economics
and Law, Interregional Academy of Personnel Management (IAPM). The analysis included the generalization of the
vision and content of disciplines offered by tertiary educational institutions of Ukraine, the study of methodological
recommendations of disciplines within the specialization “Graphic Design and Advertising” (Table 1).
Table 1. Sampling of specialties “022 Design”, specialization “Graphic Design and Advertising” for conducting the
analysis, 2020
University

Source for analysis

Kyiv University of Culture

http://kuk-university.com

Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts (KNUCA)

http://www.knukim.edu.ua

KROK University of Economics and Law

http://www.krok.edu.ua

Interregional Academy of Personnel Management (IAPM)

http://www.maup.com.ua

Source: it has been compiled by the author
Data on the skills required by employers have been used to compare the relevance of curricula to the needs of the labor
market. The site Work.ua (n. d.) was the source of information.
Based on the analysis of the content of disciplines within the specialization “graphic design and advertising”,
theoretical and methodological concepts of modern practice of information interactive design have been formed.
3.3 Research Limitations
There is no detailed analysis of disciplines in this academic paper due to the different content of the official websites of
formal education universities. Non-formal education and training courses for graphic designers have not also been
taken into account due to the focus of the research on a wider range of graphic design disciplines. It was not possible to
compare the competences and knowledge of the future graphic designer due to the unavailability of information on the
websites of some universities on teaching methods, disciplines and skills of designers in the course of training graphic
designers. Therefore, it was not possible to fully assess the regional specifics of educational curricula of universities
and fully accurately describe whether the learning process corresponds to modern approaches to graphic design
(Rogers & Marshall, 2017).
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Regional Specifics of the Labor Market in the Field of Graphic Design and Compliance of Educational Services
with Market Needs
The Ukrainian market offers formal and informal educational services in the field of graphic design. The average
salary of a graphic designer amounts 15 000 UAH per month. There are 503 vacancies on the website Work.ua (n. d.)
with a description of the basic requirements for a professional, one of which is compliance with standards and at the
same time creativity.
On average, a graphic design specialist in Ukraine receives the salary of 15 000 UAH (Figure 1, according to 1051
vacancies on the site Work.ua (n.d.) for the last three months). The analysis has included the headings “Designer” and
“Designer’s Assistant”.
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Figure 1. Distribution of salaries of a graphic designer
Source: Work.ua (n.d.)
At first glance, these requirements contradict each other, however, a professional designer, obtaining a set of standard
skills and competences, is able to ensure clarity of standards and only then create a creative product.
The labor market requires the following hard skills of a graphic designer, namely:
1. Skills and abilities of working in graphic design software: Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Corel Draw, InDesign;
2. Innovative thinking, creativity;
3. Ability to defend their own ideas (“soft skills”);
4. Command of English in case of intention to work with foreign companies.
5. Depending on the requirements of employers to the graphic designer, there are requirements for knowledge in the
field of psychology (for example, UX-designer), the fundamentals of resistance of materials (for example, industrial
designer) (Heller, 2015).
If we compare with the skills and competences, formed by universities, it can be noted that the needs of the labor
market are met by available educational services, that is, there is a correspondence between the skills needed by
employers and the skills developed by the university (Table 2).
Table 2. Correspondence of professional competences of a graphic designer to the needs of the labor market
Professional
competences of a
graphic designer

Competences acquired in the process of studying at the
university

Competences required by the
labor market

Work in computer graphics software;
Design of web-sites and game elements;
Kyiv University of
Culture

Creation of
typographics;

illustrations,

art

projects,

animations,

Innovative
creativity.

Advertising products in visual manifestations of all types;
Layout, printing design.

KROK University
of Economics and
Law

Skills and abilities of working
in graphic design software:
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator,
Corel Draw, InDesign.
thinking,

Development of corporate identity, packaging and labels.

Ability to defend their own
ideas (“soft skills”).

Knowledge of compositional construction of design objects,
ergonomics and artistic design, skills in design and
manufacturing technologies of design objects, design
graphics, knowledge of color science to create a color solution

Command of English in case
of intention to work with
foreign companies.
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for the future design object.

Interregional
Academy
Personnel
Management
(IAPM)

of

Rules of work with office equipment and publishing and
printing equipment; modern packages of applied graphic and
office software (Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
CorelDraw, 3D-MAX, ArchiCAD, AutoCAD, Revit, etc.);
general methods of design and its specific differences in the
field; principles of providing social-cultural needs,
organization of project activities, conducting pre-project
research;
methodology for formulating modern requirements for
creating a design concept; integrated system approaches to
design processes.

Source: the author’s research.
The most complete description of the knowledge, received by the student, is specified on the IAPM website. It is worth
emphasizing that the university offers comprehensive system approaches to processes, procedures, design rules
(methods of expert analysis of project tasks, substantiation and qualitative implementation of single and complex
design projects based on the synthesis of logical and imaginative thinking). IAPM also forms knowledge concerning
the patterns of processes of reflection of the spatial subject environment through the prism of its own worldview,
creative design concepts. This means that curricula take into account both the need of the labor market for professional
competences and creativity and a creative approach to creating graphic design products.
4.2 Regional Analysis of Curricula: Modern Concepts, Approaches in the Disciplines of Graphic Design
The study of the practice of universities in the process of training modern graphic designers indicates the use of
information technology in the creation of artifacts. Institutions specialize in providing knowledge and creating design.
For instance, Kyiv University of Culture offers the study of computer graphics softwares, design of web-sites and game
elements, the study of creating illustrations, art projects, animation, typographics; study of advertising visualization,
creation of layouts and design of printed products, development of corporate identity, packaging and labels.
Accordingly, the theory of “wild design” of Western schools is not reflected in the curricula of tertiary educational
institutions of Ukraine. Information interactive design is not a separate discipline within graphic design, and graphic
design is complemented by disciplines related to advertising. Accordingly, in Ukraine, design as a wild concept is
created on the basis of the market’s need for specialists; elements of creativity are present, however elements of the
latest Western theories are not typical.
Curricula contain a number of disciplines that involve the study of software program to create a product. For instance,
at Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts (KNUCA) disciplines within the specialization “Graphic Design and
Advertising” include design in graphics, modeling, layout, study of computer technologies for the design of printing
products, packaging, labels, training in advertising communications. The needs of the Ukrainian market in graphic
products determine the offer of a set of educational services of universities: the educational market is focused on the
labor market, and, therefore, technical and technological skills prevail over the development of students’ creativity.
At the same time, elements of creativity, as an important component of “wild design” at Kyiv National University of
Culture and Arts (KNUCA) are contained in a wide range of different ways, tools for “formation of visual
expressions”. This makes it possible for graphic designers to freely convey content, the essence of information
messages depending on their level of complexity. This means that creativity as an element of “wild design” is
manifested in the formation in the learning process of creative thinking in order to accurately convey the essence of the
information message. Creativity in this case is subject to certain frameworks; in particular, these frameworks are
determined by the information that requires the transfer of information to consumers.
The next element of information interactive design is the environmental component. The study of disciplines of tertiary
educational institutions allows us to conclude that the direction of the educational process to achieve the goal of
forming professional designers does not correspond to the environmental approach. Orientation to the labor market is
the cause of insufficient environmental compatibility of disciplines. As a result, modern graphic designers have
professional skills, however, there are doubts about their environmental orientation in the process of creating a product.
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Low level of wages and other social-economic issues of Ukraine affect the degree of environmental compatibility in
the creation of products (Table 3).
Table 3. Vision and disciplines of Ukrainian universities according to specialization “Graphic design and advertising”
or “Design”, 2020
University
Kyiv University
Culture

Disciplines of specialization “Graphic design and
advertising” or “Design”

Vision
of

“Modern design is a type of
professional
activity
that
aestheticizes and comforts all
spheres of human life”.

There is no list of disciplines

Kyiv
National
University of Culture
and Arts (KNUCA)

Free and variable mastering of
design and graphic language;
learning to reflect emotions,
moods, feelings, etc.

Design-engineering in graphics, technical graphics,
project graphics, fonts, layout and modeling,
computer technology in graphic design, design of
printing products, packaging and label design,
advertising communications.

KROK University of
Economics and Law*

Formation of creative style and
ability to use modern computer
and information technologies.

“History of design”, “Painting”, “Drawing”,
“Fundamentals of composition and coloristics”,
“Fundamentals of shaping”, “Layout and modeling”,
“Computer modeling of clothes”, “Materials
science”, “Branding and portfolio”, “Fundamentals
of design”.

Interregional Academy
of
Personnel
Management (IAPM)

“Artistic
design
of
a
harmonious and functionally
perfect human environment”

Font art, arts and crafts, form making, graphic
techniques and materials, typographics, psychology
of advertising, advertising design.

Source: the author’s research
* - University offers educational services under the curriculum “Design”
Content analysis of academic disciplines within the specialization “graphic design” shows the lack of disciplines in
universities related to the study of the psychology of graphic design. At the same time, IAPM offers the study of the
psychology of advertising within the specialization. In addition, it has been stated on the IAPM website that “The basic
purpose of the specialty is to train qualified personnel to solve complex problems and issues in the field of design.
Within the specialty, graduates acquire in-depth knowledge and skills of an innovative nature, and the level of their
intellectual potential is sufficient to solve professional issues”.
In universities, teaching is based on the classic concept of environmental design, and the disciplines provide students
with knowledge and skills to master the profession and develop “hard skills”. Herewith, students’ “soft skills” are
limited due to the need to acquire skills in computer software. For instance, IAPM provides employment opportunities
as a technician-designer, colorist, advertising agent, etc. At the same time, IAPM uses complex system approaches to
design processes “from methods of expert analysis of project tasks to substantiation and qualitative implementation of
single and complex design projects based on the synthesis of logical and creative thinking”. IAPM provides students
with knowledge about the “conformity to principle of the process of reflection of the spatial-objective environment
through the prism of their own worldview and creative design concepts”. At the same time, the level of educational
services lags far behind the quality of education in Western universities, where a transdisciplinary approach prevails
and develops.
Kyiv University of Culture with its mission determines the development of professional competences of graphic
designers in order to aestheticize and comfort people’s lives. Kyiv National University of Culture and Arts (KNUCA)
defines a similar vision: students should gain skills in project-graphic language. Learning to reflect emotions, moods,
feelings concerns the formation of skills to reflect these elements in information interactive products. Interregional
Academy of Personnel Management (IAPM) defines the vision as “artistic design of a harmonious and functionally
perfect human environment”.
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This means that the theory of “wild design” in Ukraine combines two elements: informational significance and
computation. Such elements as behavioral phenomena and ethics are poorly integrated into the specialization “Graphic
Design and Advertising”. Conceptualization of the practice of teaching disciplines for the training of modern graphic
designer makes it posible to form a modern paradigm of information interactive design. The idea of Ukrainian graphic
design as a discipline centers around forming a competent professional with technical skills in order to develop
business-oriented products in the field of graphic design.
Analysis of curricula and disciplines of universities shows that a systematic and integrated approach is used in the
proccess of training graphic designers. These approaches correspond to manipulative, ecological approaches as the
basic theories of creation of a graphic product. At the same time, the theory of “wild design” is not reflected in the
modern practice of teaching disciplines within the specialization “graphic design”. This is due to the lack of
understanding for the development of such disciplines that would ensure the formation of skills to create a “wild
product”.
4.3 Evolution in Teaching Graphic Design in the Context of Transformation of Professional Tendencies and
Competences
Taking into consideration the fact that in 1980-1990 the approach of “manipulative” creation of designer products was
widespread, interactive information design was aimed at technical ways of creating products. This involved the
transmission of an information message in the design, aimed at influencing the human mind to make decisions about
purchasing a product. Such influence was carried out for commercial purposes. Accordingly, the recommendations in
teaching graphic design concerned the development of disciplines that would provide the graphic designer with
knowledge of product psychology, ability to use technical programs, design and engineering skills, manufacturing
technology, knowledge of design graphics, knowledge of coloristics, etc (Kim et al., 2016).
With the beginning of the integration of the ecological approach to design, the development of technology in the
creation of products design takes into account the needs of human as a consumer of information. The consumer’s
understanding of commercial design goals has led to a change in design approaches that guide design product
developers. Consequently, completely simple clear company logos appear (Figure 2), and creativity and creative
approach to creating products becomes one of the main requirements for a modern graphic designer. That is why “soft
skills” are added to technical skills, and curricula take into account the need of the labor market for creativity, creative
thinking. As a result, the list of disciplines includes those that develop the creativity of a graphic designer.

Figure 2. History of the Coca-Cola logo
Source: Ukrainian telecommunication portal (n. d.)
The purpose of creating a clear design product is to focus on the product, but at the same time to influence the
consumer of information to remember the product. (Figure 2).
The “wild theory” of design is a completely new concept, because it provides the creation of a product that is beyond
imagination; it invites the consumer to look at the design product with a new viewpoint. As a result, graphic products
with “fresh” features appear, which are simultaneously filled with information content as well as provide interactivity,
simplicity, and memory by consumers of information. Nowadays curricula do not take into account the elements of
“wild design”, because it is extremely difficult to create a “wild” product that will provide a new perspective of the
consumer with the same information message. Creation of a new product depends solely on the personal qualities of
the graphic designer. The authors of the academic paper are of the opinion that technical skills and creativity can be
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developed in the process of obtaining education and practical activities. However, the personal qualities required to
create a “wild product” are almost impossible to develop only on the basis of skills that are formed in the process of
learning / working. The skills and competences of a “wild designer”, who is able to create a fresh viewpoint at the same
product, will be the result of the formation of an experienced graphic designer with a creative analytical mindset and
honed technical skills in the future. Therefore, the development of personal qualities of such a designer depends solely
on his motivation and knowledge.
4.4 General Problems of Design and Education in the Field of Graphic Design, which have a Significant Impact on the
Curricula in the Field of Design Education
The study of curricula and disciplines makes it possible to conclude that the basic problems of design and education in
the field of graphic design are the nonconformity between the goals of developers of graphic products and the goals of
consumers of graphic products. Universities understand the needs of developers, so they form the designer’s the skills
required by the market - technical and creative skills, competences. Education in the field of design adapts to the
practice of design, albeit with a time lag (dropping behind). The time lag is evidenced by a certain discrepancy in “wild
theory” as a new concept and the approaches used in teaching graphic design. At the same time, the needs of
consumers of information are not always taken into account through the commercialization of the graphic product.
Another problem refers to the fact that developers and universities do not sufficiently understand the needs of
information consumers, and a manipulative approach is still present in graphic design products.
5. Conclusions
The conducted investigation makes it possible to partially confirm the hypothesis that modern approaches that have
emerged in response to the needs of the labor market, the integration of technology into design, transform curricula and
disciplines. As a result, curricula provide training of a professional designer who is able to think creatively when
creating a product. Learning graphic design tardily meets the requirements of the labor market.
The specifics of the regional labor market determines the offer of educational services in the field of graphic design.
Thus, the Ukrainian market of educational services is characterized by the use of integrated and systematic approaches
to learning. Complexity means a combination of technical skills and creativity. The outlined skills are needed in the job
market to develop a design product. The professional competences of a graphic designer meet the needs of the labor
market, however lag behind new concepts, approaches to product requirements. For instance, curricula currently do
not take into account the elements of “wild design”. This is due to the difficulty of creating a “wild” product that will
provide a new consumer’s viewpoint of the graphic product with the same information message. Despite the
development of a “wild” concept for the creation of designer products, this area has been little studied in terms of
integration into the educational process. The problem of modern graphic design is the commercialization of the final
product, which, despite the development of approaches, aims to influence the consciousness of the consumer of the
information message. Education meets the needs of design developers in the technical creative skills of designers,
while the consumer is a managed entity in this field.
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